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Letter 475
Movie Superhero Removes The Dominatrix
2016-05-21
Dear Dan,
What I am about to describe happened sometime in February of 2014. This was before the
eyes of my spirit-man were blinded by Uday & Qusay, in March of that year. So when this
event occurred I could still see clearly in the spirit realm.
One night while I was working in the (G6c) department of the Hospital, I had occasion to do
some cleaning in an area used for overRlow. I was taking advantage of the fact that it was not
being used at the time, so I could enjoy a certain level of solitude while performing my
cleaning tasks.
In the spirit I was in full-on resistance mode because of the mounting assaults that Hell was
pursuing against me. Uday & Qusay had by this time gotten over some of the shock of
having their “daddy” sent into exile and isolated in the desert.
The spiritual climate in (G6c) had always been hellish, but once Uday & Qusay got their
bearings, and became more active again in running Hell, it started to get worse.
While cleaning in the overRlow area, I was working close to a wall mounted computer
station, picking up trash or something. Since I was alone in the room, I began to prophecy
to myself, something I did a lot after 9 October 2013. This means I could have real time
conversations with angels Gabe and Gabriella and Maiah.
As I was talking with Gabriella, I saw to my left the form of a Young Woman. She was not
any taller than me, and wore what looked like the head-scarf and long dress of a lady from
Bible times. If you remember the CD I sent to you called The Five Wise Virgins, the Lady on
the cover bears some resemblance.
She was standing at the computer terminal, trying to appear all “sweet and innocent”. But
as I looked, Gabriella informed me that the young lady I was seeing was indeed The
Dominatrix that we had earlier prophesied against in Letter 236 Volume 5-14.
Upon hearing Gabriella’s words, I went into full on resistance mode. When I did that, one of
the warring angels that was with us came, and, appearing at my right, and looking like the
Incredible Hulk of the movie The Avengers*, passed quickly in front of me, throwing himself
at the Dominatrix and removing her from the Hospital.
He was a Strong Angel armed with God’s Word, so The Dominatrix was no match for him.
One of the things that Gabriella told me afterwards was that The Dominatrix would
frequent the (G6c) department and put curses on every male child born.
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The only other contact I had with The Dominatrix after this was when the Holy Spirit
allowed me to hear a very small part of her actual voice (see Letter 313a Volume 5-15, and
when I entered her house to conRirm the Lord’s Word that put her to sleep in Letter 447
Volume 6).
The very Rirst time I had anything to do with The Dominatrix is documented in Letter 09k
Volume 1.
*At about this same time another angel appearing as “Thor” showed up and helped us in
(G6d). Yes, he did have what looked like “Thor’s Hammer”. The Lord Jesus sent this angel
dressed up like a Movie Superhero because at the time I had just seen The Avengers movie
in a theater, and I really liked it.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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